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Becoming a parent changes our choices and actions. Identifying the underlying neural circuits is necessary to understand the transformation of an animal's behavior post-parenthood. Multiple nodes of the 'parenting circuit' have now been identified to reveal the workings of a single brain region key to the orchestration of parent-specific behaviors.
We begin the first phase of life, through adolescence and beyond selfishly concerned with our own wants and needs; until we become a parent and our behavior radically changes. Caring for newborns necessitates putting the demands of others ahead of our immediate desires, and requires a change of behavior to prioritize selfless action without immediate personal reward. In our human lives it may seem like this transition to parenting requires intentional effort but the additional energy and sacrifice is innate in most mammals [1, 2] . Parenting encompasses a suite of behaviors, such as nursing or creating a safe 'nest', that are not generally experienced or practiced prior to parenthood ( Figure 1A) . Somehow, becoming a parent changes the brain to naturally generate the necessary behaviors. This suggests that the neural circuits that control parenting behaviors are dormant until internal and external sensory cues trigger their activation. How multiple related behaviors are launched and coordinated is a basic neuroscience question that can be modeled and studied by focusing on parental behavior. Finding answers about how the brain encodes any behavior is like searching for a needle in a haystack; it is a challenge to pinpoint the few relevant causative neurons for investigation from the multitude of nonrelevant neurons [3] . Two recent studies by the Dulac [4] and Lin [5] groups take advantage of modern neuroscience tools and give us a first glimpse of the identity and organization of the circuit components that direct parenting behavior.
In the last century, lesion experiments revealed that neural activity located in the medial preoptic area (MPOA) region of the hypothalamus is crucial to initiate parental care [6, 7] . This area of the brain is composed of a variety of neuron types each expressing different neurotransmitters, neuropeptides, and How does this complex circuit structure function to promote parenting behavior? Fiber photometry imaging was used to study the activity of MPOA Gal neurons in animals engaged in parental behaviors. These neurons fire during active pup-directed parenting episodes including pup sniffing, pup grooming, and pup retrieval. To understand how this activity is translated to behavior, they similarly analyzed the activity of three of the bi-directionally connected input-output regions between MPOA Gal neurons and three targets: the periaqueductal gray (PAG), which is known to be involved in directing motor output and has been implicated in promoting subjective feelings of maternal love in humans [13] [14] [15] [16] ; the ventral tegmental area (VTA), which is thought to signal behavior that is rewarding [17] ; and the medial amygdala (MeA), which processes incoming sensory signals [18] . Measuring neural firing during natural Current Biology 28, R737-R759, July 9, 2018 R747 Current Biology Dispatches behavior and using optogenetics to activate or inhibit neural activity suggests that each of these three regions functions to promote different aspects of parental behavior ( Figure 1B ). Easiest to interpret among these different circuit routes are the MPOA Gal -PAG subsets which were found to function to promote pup grooming. The MPOA Gal -MeA projections are active during a broader range of parental sub-behaviors including pup sniffing, pup retrieval, and entering nests, but their activity is neither sufficient nor necessary to generate these behaviors. The MPOA Gal -VTA neurons are sufficient to increase motivation to interact with pups, but are not sufficient to direct parental behavior once the pups are in reach. Together, these findings suggest a model in which information flows dynamically between multiple brain regions and the MPOA Gal neurons of which subsets direct sensory, motivational, and motor output signals to promote a flexible and modular range of parenting behavior.
The MPOA also houses cells which are identified by their expression of an estrogen receptor (MPOA ESR1 ). Dayu
Lin's group has recently found that when pups are experimentally displaced from the nest, the activity of these cells is necessary and sufficient to promote pup approach and retrieval of lost pups which are hallmarks of mouse parenting behavior [5] . Like the MPOA Gal neurons, the activity of these neurons in freely moving animals is highly correlated with sniffing, approaching, and transport of pups, but not with more sedentary parenting behavior such as pup grooming, protective crouching in the nest, or gathering of nest building materials. Moreover, the output targets of the MPOA ESR1 cells were found to be largely overlapping with the MPOA Gal neurons. This is not surprising considering the two populations are reported to be largely overlapping with MPOA ESR1 neurons forming the superset [19] (Figure 1B) . The Lin group chose to investigate the function of the MPOA ESR1 -VTA projections. In contrast to the motivational function revealed by manipulating the MPOA Gal -VTA projections, the MPOA ESR1 -VTA projections were found to be necessary and sufficient for pup approach and retrieval motor actions ( Figure 1B ).
While the discrepancy in outcome could arise from technical differences in experimental design, it is also possible that at least two different populations of MPOA cells project to the VTA. One population, expressing galanin, drives the pup-directed approach and another neural group expressing estrogen receptor directs the parental behavior of retrieval once the pups are encountered. Such an outcome would imply that even the MPOA projections to each of the many target nodes is further divisible and modular. The results of these new studies suggest that parenting behavior is not a linear, feed-forward circuit but instead is organized more like an orchestra. The MPOA is poised to serve as the conductor with the input and output nodes serving as the musicians. In this model, each musician (brain region) has the potential to generate notes (motivation and behavior) and the conductor indicates when, in what order, and how loud each should play. Further experiments will be needed to fully understand the meaning of the neural activity within the MPOA during parenting. In this framework, one could imagine that the innate switch to parental selflessness and gender differences would most efficiently be targeted to a change in the action of the MPOA, but because of the feedforward and feedback signaling arrangement it could be localized or distributed anywhere in the circuit ( Figure 1B ). It will be of great interest to determine if the switch occurs by the action of internal state hormone changes such as estrogen itself. Since the MPOA is a key mediator of a variety of innate behaviors, one could further imagine that both the galanin and estrogen receptor cells could be conducting different patterns of motivation and approach of other innate behaviors through their orchestra of input and output nodes. Perhaps, multiple nodes underlying general sub-behaviors can be recruited and combined in an environmental context-and physiological state-dependent manner to give rise to motor patterns we classically study as singular behaviors like parenting. Identifying the organization and function of these circuit components now enables the field to focus on the combined action of the multiple circuit nodes to study and ultimately understand how the brain drives selfless parenting behavior. Key theories of consciousness predict that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays important roles, but there has been relatively little causal evidence showing that manipulation of activity in the region can broadly affect conscious experiences. A new study provides crucial findings to help resolve this issue, showing that direct pharmacological stimulation of PFC restores wakefulness in anesthetized rats.
According to a famous fable [1] , one night, a drunk man was looking for his lost keys under a streetlight. As it turned out, he had lost them somewhere far away. When asked why he didn't go back to where he had lost the keys to look, he replied, ''but the light is here!'' Of course, seeing things clearly is easier in some places than it is in others, and in looking for the neural mechanisms for consciousness in the brain, there may be similar temptations. Specifically, neural coding is relatively straightforward and extremely sparse [2] in sensory areas. Such coding can be roughly understood as having a 'labeled lines' architecture [3] , where the representational content of individual neurons is described in terms of receptive field locations and specific features. This is in contrast to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), where neurons show a high degree of mixed selectivity [4] , such that identifying perceptual content has proved to be more challenging. As such, despite ample evidence that PFC activity underlies subjective judgments in perceptual tasks [5, 6] , the causal status of PFC activity for consciousness is debated [7, 8] .
One point of debate concerns the observation that the link between PFC activity and consciousness is weakened when subjects do not have to attend to and report about the relevant stimuli. Specifically, under these conditions, PFC signals reflecting the difference between conscious and unconscious perception are typically reduced, especially for conventional neuroimaging measurements [6] . As such, it may look as if these signals were primarily driven by report and attention. However, PFC activity isn't entirely abolished when attention and explicit reports are omitted; using more sensitive invasive multiunit neuronal recordings, it has been shown that unreported and unattended stimulus features can be read out from PFC , nearly as well as for reported and attended features [4] . Similar decoding approaches can be applied to neuroimaging data [9] . Yet, if one focuses on traditional univariate analyses for neuroimaging data, indeed it might seem like the bright streetlights are not there in PFC.
A second point of contention is that, if PFC is truly critical for conscious experiences, one may expect lesion to this region to affect some specific aspects of subjective perception. Indeed, a group study of patients with mostly unilateral PFC lesions showed a 50% decrease in their ability to correctly introspect perceptual (but not memory) content [10] . As in careful psychophysics studies, such effects were observed using nearthreshold, i.e., degraded, visual stimuli. However, some have argued that these near-threshold situations are ''virtually irrelevant'' from the perspective of everyday conscious perception [11] . It is not clear to what extent such arguments are meant to write off the meaningfulness of psychophysics for conscious perception in general. But the point may be that again, to some, the streetlights are not there in PFC.
The sensitivity of near-threshold methods may be needed, however, because unilateral PFC lesions in humans
